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Sketch section

Site

It´s a small town with 60 000 people and is the only city of the region Jämtland in Norrland, Sweden.

In the city centre of Östersund there is one existing bus terminal station where the buses arrive with people from the entire region. 

to be completely demolished and the entire block 
within the current bus stops is going to be rearranged. 

stops at the lower level. 

ow a new architecture could enable the 
encounter between countryside and the urban city.



Program& Function 

The theme of the program is to not to replace already existing cultural buildings in Östersund but instead highlight them and connect them  to this building.

There is already a vital cultural life both in the city of Östersund but also in the villages and the community’s around. 
The issue is only how to get everyone to participate. 

Or at least to give everyone the same opportunity to take part. 

The existing building today is not a safe area. 
And the majority of the people that spends most time in the building is not the commuters but instead youth´s, immigrants and abusers. 

Therefore the building besides the waiting hall for the public transportation also need to be programmed with other functions. 

For example “Tingshuset”, that is one existing cultural house in Östersund could have one rehearsal hall, one atelier, and a freelance working station in the new building. Also 
the cinema “Bio Regina” could house their theatre in this project. 

And instead of hire a security company maintaining the order the former “Fältarbetsgruppen” could move back and pick up the dialogue with the exposed people that is driving 
round the city centre. 

There will also be a Ea sports and computer lab, seating for people to study, work and read on, a large lunch canteen, and a dressing- and coffee room for the bus drivers, the 
staff in the restaurant, the project leader, the caretaker and the receptionists.

Also the tourist information is going to carry on in the new building with a annex to their larger facilities one quarter away. 
They are going to sell tickets to all events and cultural happenings all around the region. But also they will inform about a complete new cultural concept connected to the bus 

services where every bus number except from their stops and destinations have information and maps of the existing culture along the way. 
But not only the regional buses and city buses are connected to the new cultural program but also buildings and activity’s in the city. 

The information disk obtain proposed maps of art gallery’s in the city, evening “fikas” at the steamboat dock in Hara, the LAN Party at Tingshuset or a exhibition at the former 
garrison at Frösön.

With this new type of program, it´s central position and flow of people hopefully it can give more visibility for the existing artist and craftsmen all around Jämtland and to 
facilitate for the people with a different cultural background and social class easier to take part in the effervescent creative movement that already exists in Östersund.

The aim is to create a block and building in Östersund that is part of the entire region of Jämtland. 



Sketch Elevation west

Materiality

The Town hall in Östersund is a National romantic building and very much influenced by local material. 
The new bus station will also connect it´s material to the the local production as much as possible.

Thought the structure of the building is exposed concrete the aggregate in chosen parts are a red and black limestone from “Gusta Stenbrott” 20 km from Östersund. 
The finishing of floors and walls will be treated differently to create and show the various expressions in the stone material of the building. For example the reading room could 

be pigmented in red iron oxide where the surface of the floor have been polished but not the walls.  
Hopefully this will give a coherent impression of the entire project without being to austere.

The interior wood details are the local pine but inspired from the Town hall where the wood been treated with a acid to give a less yellow and instead richer expression.

The gesture of using a local stone and wood could maybe both increase the interest of material but also connect this new building to such a important and powerful one as the 
Town hall. 



Architecture

I thought this Thesis project was going to be about a house. 
But instead one of the themes of the project have become more about the topography and a public infrastructure where the architecture have come to resemble a bridge with 

it´s large cantilevered roof sheltering the protected space below.

The first volume studies in the beginning of the project was separated in three parts where one higher part could bee seen from the entire city. The aim was to attract people to 
the building with a very strong tower, but along the sketch process, meetings with bus drivers, mails with the the municipality, correspondence with “Länstrafiken” and refer-

ences to traffic hubs the project began to be was much more about creating a urban civic floor. 

The dense urban site with it´s taxi´s, cars, and buses versus the civic and public square contrasts to each other in this project. 

And the architecture started to speak much more about the topography and how to get from the ground floor to the upper levels.
It began to be about spaces with different speeds, acoustics and purposes. 

The material of concrete with it´s urban qualities of being rough, resistant and massive started to shape the foundation and retaining wall of the carved site. 
And the heavy base with it´s diverse terraced levels and stairs construct formal and informal urban moments for people to walk on, lean against or sit on.

The importance to achieve a still open, welcoming  and public building led to the very transparent parts where the passers feel invited and the interior spaces can lit the site in 
evenings and nights.

In the same way Hans Asplund in the community hall in Eslöv and Gunnar Asplund in the City Library in Stockholm shows the public architecture to be taken seriously, in 
the same way this contemporary and urban project is trying to do. 

The significance of creating a generous interior space, choosing lasting materials or a simply warm glow for a street light narrate something for the user and 
passers in the urban fabric. 

The new civic hall and bus station with it´s waiting hall, the information centre, open ateliers for creative adolescents and work spaces for the not yet established business 
owners, the gaming youths, the reading pensioners and the dining customers is together forming a safe and lively public new place in the centre of Östersund.

This thesis project is about ordinary architecture in peoples everyday life simply. 



SKETCHES INTERIOUR AND FOAJÉ SPACE
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SKETCHES PERSPECTIVE  KYRKGATAN



starting to think of the existing foundations of 
the existing house. keeping parts of it and then 

trying a solutaion of the buses not having to 
reverse when exit. 

same type of study, trying to keep arounf the al-
ready existing roads

but making the direct short cut trough the site

making the bus terminal and gates more compact 
with a computer system of departures instead of 

making all 10 gates linear and static

starting to developing the diff erent programs and 
diff erent circulation of vehicles on site

underground station

how to move safe? as a pedestrian? 
dark spaces

the will of trying out the station coming all teh 
way down to streetlevel with kyrkgatan is to make 

the transfer area in the same sightline. 

or making more lines of traffi  c at kyrkagatan 
instead?

solving the unsafe uper area when all traffi  c and 
all people is on the same level. 

or a combination of all. 

simple geometry of the building. buses on low-
er level with the city buses and then upper level 

with the regional buses

SKETCHES CIRCULATION OF TRAFFIC 



SKETCHES FACADE



SKETCHES FACADE



LAYERS
MOULD BY PAPER IN THE MODEL WORK FOR 
TEXTURE IN PALATIN BY AUGUSTE CHOISY

MATERIALITY
BRICKS AND JOINTS IN THE VAULT IN PALATIN 

BY AUGUSTE CHOISY, MODEL WORK



PLASTER CAST
ABSTRACTION OF THE DIFFERENT LAYERS IN 
THE TEXTURE OF PALATIN AUGUSTE CHOISY

REFERENCE PROJECT- CITY LIBRARY GUNNAR ASPLUND



STUDIE OF SIGHT LINES THROUGH BUILDING- MODEL PHOTO



SITPLAN  ÖSTERSUND ORTHO PHOTO ÖSTERSUND



LONG ELEVATION THOMÉGRÄND



Mittuniversitetet

LÄNSBIBLIOTEKET

1. Rådhuset, Town hall
2. Länsbiblioteket, County librrary
3. Mittuniversitetet, The University
4. Gamla Teatern, The Old Theatre

IMPORTANT AXIS
- Cultural- and political  important buildings close to the site

1.

2.

4.
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LOCAL MATERIALS- CIVIC FLOOR COVERING
CONCRETE PLATES OF CEMENT FROM GOTLAND AND AGGREGATE OF RED LIMESTONE, RÖDBERGET GUSTA

PAVINGSTONE “RAGUNDA GRANIT”, GRANITE MIXED SIZED PAVINGSTONE “RÄTANGRANIT”, GRANITE TERRAZZOWITH 
AGGREGATE OF RED “RAGUNDA GRANITE” AND RED LIMESTONE

CONCRETE INTERIOUR FLOOR OF CEMENT FROM GOTLAND WITH CRUSHED ROCK AGGREGATE FROM DIVERSE BLACK AND 
GREY LIMESTONE QUARRY, JÄMTLAND  



SECTION AND PLANS  1-2

PROGRAM
1. Foajé and public waiting hall 
2. Information centre and reception 
3. Office space
4. Informal study space
5. Roof terrace

Thesis project- Civic hall and Busstation, Östersund 
Frida Körberg Turhagen 
Studio 7 Professor Elizabeth Hatz, 
Carl Wärn, Peter Carroll & Peter Lynch
KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Spring 2015

6. Restaurant kitchen
7. Café & restaurant
8. Terrace
9. Bike parking
10. Car parking

1.2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

11. Bus gates

9.

10.

11.

1. 

2.

3.

PROGRAM
1.Atelier space
2.Informal study space
3.Kitchen, rest room and offi  ce space for staff 

PROGRAM
1.Foajé and public waiting hall  6.Restaurang kitchen 11. Bus gates  
2.Informal center and reception  7.Café & restaurang
3.Offi  ce space   8.Terrace
4.Informal study space  9.Bike parking
5.Roof terrace   10.Car parking   



 ELEVATION WEST KYRKGATAN



PROGRAM               MATERIALS- CIVIC FLOOR COVERING
1.Foajé and public waiting hall  6.Eleavator, public toilets, cloak room & lockers  11.Outdoor gallery  16.Backstage movie theatre  21.Storage and server  21.Concrete plates of cement from Gotland and aggregatof red limestobe, Rödeberget Gusta  
2.Coff ee bar& kitchen  7.Gaming center and computer lab  12.Bicycle parking  17.Circulation   22.Dining   21.Paving stone “Ragunda granite”, granite mixed stone
3.Newspapers   8.Rehearsel room   13.Bus shelters   18.Laundry   23.Entrance of delivary & foos trucks 21.Paving stone “ Rätangranit”, granite
4.Th eatre   9.Dressing and pentry   14.Gaming center and computer lab 19.Dressing room, toilets, showers& lockers 24.Parking for deliverys  21.Terrazzo with aggregate of red “Ragunda granite” and red limestone
5.Control - and projection room  10.Reading room   15.Cleaning room  20.Refrigerator and freezer room  25.Parking city bus  21.Concrete fl oor of cement from Gotland with crushed rock aggregate from diverse black and grey quarry, Jämtland 
 



 EXTERIOUR BUSSTORGET



MODEL FOAJÉ SPACE MODEL VOLYME



FOAJÉ AND STAIR- MODEL PHOTO



Norrland is suffering from depopulation. 
And every smaller commune wants to grow. 

Östersund is referring to itself as the “Winter city”, to attract families with young children with the 
closeness to the mountains. 

But far from everyone in the region of Jämtland identify themselves with skis and nature, 
but instead culture. 
Or both sports and culture. 

Therefore the municipality now investigate what type of Cultural house is the most needed. 

And my Thesis project is a proposal and comment to that. 

The project will be clearly divided in the contradiction between rational infrastructure and the minor 
human scale. 

The program is to rebuild the existing bus station in the city centre of Östersund. 
The actual terminal building is going to be completely demolished and the entire block within the 
current bus stops is going to be rearranged. The new building is going to be a Civic- and Culture house.
The program of the building is targeting the already existing vital cultural life in the region of Jämtland.

The building is going to be a large general space but were the Roman public square functioned for the 
Mediterranean climate instead is being situated in a context with winter six month´s a year. The 
question of what a Scandinavian civic space would look like is going to be explored through 
different references, models and sketches.
The general space inside the building is going to dominate as a courtyard and serve the transition of 
moving outwards towards the city as well inwards towards the minor spaces.  

Architectural, the robustness of material in a Bus station in contrast to a more specific atmospheric story
about the building is going to be a antagonism permeated in the entire project. 
The building is going to deal with the use of material like concrete versus wood as well in the urban 
versus homely. 

Where the additional programs have specific functions of for example doing homework, paint or 
rehearsal the architecture also will be articulated. 

The aim is to create a block and building, part of the entire region of Jämtland. 

Where the civic pride can work as the driving force of people wanting to stay, come back or move to the
Norrland.
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“Vinterstaden” or “The Winter town” is a city branding concept for Östersund and have been worked 
out during many years from partly the Municipality with the aim of attract more people moving to 
Östersund because of the closeness to the mountains and specifically the ski resort Åre. 
This concept of ”sports and leisure”, and closeness to nature have also been the tool for the University, 
”Mittuniversitetet” to appeal a certain type of students.

The municipality have been investing in partly the cross country ski area in the city but as well the large
new sports centres. 
This would in itself is not be a problem if not at the same time the Municipality conducted a culture 
management and administration. People in Östersund started to react to this since one thought the 
politicians conducted a unequal way of prioritizing the growth and invests to the city.   

The frustration over the large investing the politicians decide to put in large sport facilities drove 300 
culture workers in Östersund to the limit that they arranged a six hour long gala. The money from the 
concerts was donated to the Municipality as a symbol and starting point for a new lively cultural life in 
the city of Östersund.

The same people behind the gala made a movie called ”Startskott” and was the beginning for a 
upcoming larger debate of the city´s and politics exclusion of the existing culture life in the town and 
commune of Östersund.

The question of which type of cultural house to invest in is now a divided question. 
The different proposals of cultural buildings is either a Culture house, a Concert hall or a Art gallery.
And there have been several large investigations from the politicians of conceivable sites, functions, 
programs and extensions on existing cultural institutions as for example the library and the theatre.

But it´s far from all cultural workers thinking a culture house would be the solution for a more lively 
cultural city. 
I experiencing the younger existing grass root movement of the not yet complete established artists, 
illustrators, movie makers and other creative people living and working both inside and outside the city 
of Östersund assert that the city already is vital. 

Referring to the architectural magazine Arkitektur1 were Nina Larsson, a master student at the Architect
school in Umeå is writing one article about the exploration of the new Cultural house ”Väven” in Umeå
by the architectural offices, Snöhetta- and White architects. 

She is confronting the choice of moving the library from the central Bus station to it´s new position 
were not the same amount of residents is passing. 
She is arguing the project of ”Väven” to be a ”City marketing” way of mixing hotel, library and 
exhibition hall in a commercial way, as well how the new building is targeting the already established 
artists and therefore excluding the existing ones.

1 Larsson, Nina, 2014; ”Väven är inte vad Umeå behöver”; Arkitektur; Nr 8, p.16.
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Since Östersund is a small town situated in the hinterland of Sweden and part of Norrland, thinking of 
what Po Tidholm, a journalist and author of the recently published books ”Norrland”, is both writing 
about but also talking about in his podcast called ”Norrlandspodden”2together with Sofia 
Mirjamsdotter. 
They are debating around the media centralisation towards Stockholm and what effects that have on the
urbanization, exodus from rural areas and the question of growth of the smaller cities of Sweden 
especially in Norrland. 

Every city´s aim is to grow, and to have a stable increment. 
In the dense big city’s with a larger population then in Östersund the smaller businesses and 
entrepreneurs can still exists beside the commercial market of large supermarkets and multinational 
company’s. But when the erosion of culture institutions and merge of existing company’s into larger less 
costly and more efficient ones forces local producers, entrepreneurs and smaller company’s to shut 
down. 
Seen from a long term point of view to make the welfare grow, this can have large consequences of why 
people are also forced to leave Jämtland. 

Writing to Kjell Gisterå, who is conducting a architectural office in Östersund, I explained to him that I
was doing research for my thesis booklet and was trying to understand the state of the discussion about 
a culture house in Östersund. He answered me, 
” if you ask ten different culture workers, you will have 10 different answers”.

Thinking again of the different interest of partly the cultural workers in Östersund but as well the 
investors, families, pensioners, students, musicians or the bus drivers, what they all have in common is 
that they will all look to their own interests. 

The tendency of thinking the people in the municipality are making short term and hasty decisions and
especially wrong decisions seems to be a obligatory way of confronting the democratic chosen 
politicians that are running the commune in Östersund. 

Therefore the main issue is not about which architecture and specific function of one building the 
municipality in Östersund believe can solve and satisfying the 300 hundred culture workers that have 
signed up for a concert hall and at the same time wish for a growth of a lively cultural life in Östersund.

The issue is much larger then that and the discussion lacks about real city planning, and real growth of 
the commune. 
What “Startskott” is doing, is the correct way of acting with enthusiasm over their biggest interest as 
well how the National Winter Sport Centre at campus of course want a first class ski resort but it all 
comes down to the work between the municipality towards the business and the people. 

The politicians therefore need to be able to see the broader vision what makes Östersund to a city worth
stay, return, or come back to.

2 http://podcasts.nu/poddar/norrlandspodden; Episod 11 (Retrieved 2014-12-27)
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 Issue



The National Museum in Stockholm are planning a filial in Norrland and have chosen Östersund as a 
prospective interesting location. The ongoing visions of maybe building the Art Museum at the existing 
”Jamtli” which is a museum and area for traditional folk culture and one of the most visited museums 
in Jämtland. Three architectural offices have been invited to make proposals for the filial 
”Nationalmuseum Norr”. 

Site

Thesis Booklet- Frida Körberg Turhagen- Spring 2015, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
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The project is going to be situated in my home town, Östersund. 
It´s a small town with 60 000 people and is the only city of the region ”Jämtland”. 
Referring to how Clara Bodén partly is presenting Östersund3one gets to learn in school that Östersund:

is 600 km from Stockholm, that Jämtland have more forest then entire Norway, that Östersund is 
situated in the south of Norrland and that Jämtland have a population density on three persons per 
each square kilometres. 

I haven´t lived there for 8 years. 

Before going to Östersund for study purposes for my Thesis booklet I had already decided  I wanted to 
make a Civic house, ”Medborgarhus” or Culture house but I was n´t really shore of what site to pick. 

After my readings of the investigations from the Municipality in Östersund´s commune I started to 
think of the recently redeveloped square in front of “Stortorget” as a considerable site. 

The new big square by Vesa Honkonen architects in concrete and yellow stone have been massively 
disliked by the population in Östersund not only because of it´s new big spaces but also the fact it 
costed the city a lot. 
And now it´s not even appreciated except during a few days a year when the big festival ”Storsjöyran” 
takes place.

My initial idea was to redeveloping the theatre into a culture house. I had the visions of how a more 
active building at Stortorget would create the “living room of the city”as the Culture house by Peter 
Celsing in Stockholm does with Sergels torg, 
but it was just one thing I completely had forgotten,
The flow of people that would create it. 

So I went on. Looking at the plot behind the existing library instead.
The library in Östersund is well attended and the plot would be neighbour to the grand City hall 
”Rådhuset”.
This is also the plot of where a group of politicians have decided after have done a larger investigation 
on where to put the Concert hall. The projects idea is to rebuild and renovate the existing library and to
attach a concert hall to it. 

The site between the library and the City hall is beautiful but there was still something that did n´t feel 
correct with it.
And one can easily target it on the actual site. 

There is namely another plot that makes itself reminded by it´s large empty area just in front of the 
library. 
It is the Central Bus station, ”Busstorget”, ”Gustav III torg” or “Nytorget” as the original name of the 
square was.

3 Lgh+Bil+ Allt jag äger och har (2012) [film]. Production by Clara Bodén. Östersund: Vapen och Dramatik
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I´m standing on the same side as the City hall and the City Library on ”Rådhusgatan” and I admire the 
beautiful brick wall and facade detailing alternately between the two.
I glance at the golden lights coming out from the windows at the library and I know my house would 
look beautiful here. 

The municipality have their reception towards the exact view I´m standing in.
They also look towards Busstorget with it´s large dark unsafe areas in the evenings, the hidden public 
benches in between the pipes of ventilation and the plate and sheet facade. 
But above all, the amount of people all around the region of Jämtland that commute to Östersund and 
face this space in every morning and evening.

The building of the Bus terminal was in the 80´s a competition since the existing house did n´t work. 
The architects hardest work was to solve the infrastructure of keeping all the buses from creating cues 
and traffic chaos. 
The existing building of the terminal before the competition had apparently the shape of a barn  
according to one of the architects, Lennart Köpsén4 who was involved in the terminal building of the 
bus station. 
The now existing building have as well been modified and changed but Köpsén tells about the initial 
idea was to work on the existing barn but add the new modern functions that was needed. 

Now almost 30 years later it´s any way not working as either a good waiting hall, meeting point, barn 
or bus station. The whole parking have a slope and it has even led to some buses started to glide towards
the building, as well when the buses are docking for the travellers to jump either on or of the bus, the 
buses when reverse can be standing spinning since they have to reverse uphill.

When I think of the will of increasing a culture life in Östersund I think of the whole region of 
Jämtland included.
Östersund is the only city in Jämtland and are dependent of the people that does n´t live in the city 
centre. 
Busstorget is the first and last place in the city the people from other places and county’s are staying at 
and therefore this place can work as the heart of Jämtland were both people in the city and people from 
the county meet. 

I see the whole block and quarter of “Busstorget” as a potential area that can be developed and be a 
strong lively, almost Campus like new townscape were the entrance and street for the University is 
connected, the important buildings and the City hall and the City library are creating a even stronger 
link to the people.

When sorting among all research material as meetings with locals, texts, emails, political investigations  
and articles it all comes down to be able to comprehend and sort out all different wishes and begin to 
reconsider what kind of village, county and city one would like to live in.

The buses are for the people in Norrland as the subways for the people in Stockholm. 

4 Köpsén, Lennart;  Architect, Sweco Architects in Östersund. 2015. Interview 8 January.
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A well developed infrastructure and public transportation is one of the most efficient ways of creating 
growth and sustainable cities.  growth and sustainable cities. 

People with walking distance from apartment to work are not in the same necessity of the public 
transportation in the same sense as someone outside the city for example. 

Also people with a high income with two cars per family does n´t need the public transportation in the 
same extend as someone without car to be able to travel from their house on lets say Rödön, a county 
outside Östersund to be able to travel to the work inside the city. 

So if one look harsh at the Central bus terminal in Östersund the people that uses it may have a lower 
income and less connection to the cultural vital life of Östersund compared to people living more 
central or with a higher income.

Young people that commute to the different secondary school´s in the city from the county are forced 
to reside and stay in the terminal building at the Central bus station when the commercial city and it´s 
cafeterias and library close´s at the latest at 19.00. 

Also relevant right now especially what occurred in “Grytan” which is a small village south of Östersund
where a bus of refugees from Syria refused leaving the bus because they did n´t know where they were 
because of lacking information from the Immigration Office5.

Beside the fact they had been giving wrong information about their final destination they thought they 
were going to move to Stockholm were they had preprepared themselves to live in a city among Swedish
people, integrating in the Swedish society. 

The city is in need of several new cultural buildings and I will proposals one of them in my Thesis 
projects.
As much as the politicians decision together with the impulsive Cultural workers behind “Startskott” of 
the Concert hall is a comment, my project is as well. 

5 http://www.op.se/jamtland/ostersund/flyktingarna-darfor-slutar-vi-protestera (Retrieved 2015-01-10)
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Historical pictures of Busstorget in Östersund 1969

1. Picture from Kyrkgatan on the lower part of the bus terminal
2. Taken from a building onToméegränd towards north
3. Busstorget towards southwest, from “Råhuset”, the tower of Th e City hall
4. Picture from the hotel tower of GIII towards north

1. 2.

3. 4.

Busstorget Östersund, photo taken from Rådhusgatan towards south



Busstorget Östersund, photo taken 08.00 in the morning

The project is going to be one big waiting hall and information centre on the location of the existing 
“Busstorget” were the buses are kept but re organized to create a new place with the original name 
“Nytorget” from 1886. 
The existing terminal building is going to be completely demolished. As a personal agenda, I usually 
think that complete demolishes of buildings are often to hasty decisions since re buildings often can be 
the most interesting projects, but in this particular situation I found the arguments of a complete 
demolition required.

But with that said it doesn’t have to completely exclude the thought of working with already existing 
material or building parts since the city of Östersund have been a Garrison and have a lot of hangars 
and other existing building typologies that for the moment are empty at “F4” which is the flotilla area 
at “Frösön” and could maybe be useful in the progressive architectural expression of the new building. 

“The already existing” is the main concept over the whole Thesis project. And it spans and target the 
already existing residents of Jämtland to the already existing lively cultural life in Jämtland. 
The whole project is going to be permeated by that concept. 

Besides the waiting hall as a big information venue the space is as well going to include generous seating
for people to study, work and read in the general areas. 

I’m changing the hierarchy’s of the functions of the site, 
the bus station and infrastructure is going to support the social and cultural venue. 
The waiting hall for the public transportations is going to be seamlessly converted into a space with 
more functions then just the act of waiting.

There is one building in the city that is working really well for a more grass root and not yet established 
cultural movement. In this house one can be able to use open ateliers and to reserve rehearsal rooms and
studios. 
I want to expand that type of activity for a younger crowd and as well because of that “Gamla 
Tingshuset”, which is the existing building, currently are full which have led to people have to pack 
their things and make space for the ones at the waiting list. 
Besides I think it could be even better to create a filial in this project from “Gamla Tingshuset”so that 
more people from the county also can take part of the creative activity’s that is going on in the evenings.

One big purpose of the new house is to gather all information of what is going on in different sites in 
both the city and on the country side.
I imagine as well how the buses are being even more in focus when they as well could play a larger part 
of having different maps related to certain roots on the network for the buses. 

The big issue in the new program and site is going to be the redeveloping of the docking areas for how 
the buses are going to circulate. 
It requires of course meetings and discussion with people skilled in the specific subject. 

I want to treat the new building as the modership of activities all round Jämtland where one can get can
start the Sunday gallery tour with a map over Östersund, take bus number 164 to visit the museum of 
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Beppe Wolgers museum or have evening coffee at the steamboat dock in “Hara”.
The visions in this project is that it will be a Civic space and a kind of Culture house that hopefully 
with the program, central position, flow of people that can give more visibility for the existing artist and
craftsmen all around Jämtland and to facilitate for the people with a different cultural background and 
social class easier to take part in the effervescent creative movement that already exists in Östersund.

Civic pride
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In the post war Europe there were high investments in public buildings. 
The Community hall was as important as the City hall and the presence and generosity of luxurious 
material can even be refereed to the “champagne socialism” and People´s Palace”6.

In the same way Hans Asplund in the community hall in Eslöv and Gunnar Asplund in the City 
Library in Stockholm shows the public architecture to be taken seriously, in the same way I distinguish 
the Community hall in Östersund to be. 

The significance of choosing a generous interior space, a lasting material of a wall or even a simply 
warm glow from a street light narrate something for the user and passers in the urban fabric. 

Architecture can be both exterior walls for the passers in a society as well interior space for the invited. 
Therefore the importance of the public architecture can not be neglected since it is the only space in the
society that target everybody.

The new Community hall at the Central Bus station is housing the waiting hall with the information 
centre, the open ateliers for creative adolescents and work spaces for the not yet established business 
owners. 
It´s going to be a public house where the diverse cultures of users should both be performed but at the 
same time  unprejudiced in the architecture.

The investment of a community building that could fill the gap between people with varies social 
classes, ethnicity and between town- and provincial residents that otherwise never encounter is to 
construct a sustainable society in a long term. 

The Civic pride could work as advertising instead of only “The winter city” and naturally make more 
people stay, move or come back to Norrland.

“We live in such a mechanized and industrial age and we have pretty much what we need to survive. 
We find our food, we find a place to live. 

But we are looking to something more then that..now...and I think that...a group of artist painters, musicians, ho ewer sort of fill
that space, 

that need to people to have...
...for something more then going to work, coming home, sort of the mechanised routine. …

...back to the word soul. 
I think it gets poetry to the community.” 

 -Stephanie Wendt, 
Stephanie Wendt is a pianist and are interviewed in the movie,

“Den kreativa staden” speaking about the power of a lively cultural life 
as well the need of culture in our society.7

                          

6 http://lmustudio5.com/index.php/civic-pride/2013-2014-introduction/(Retrived 2015-01-06)
7-”Den kreativa staden” (2012)[film]. Production by Jens Ganman. Östersund: Erik Edlund
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Referring to what Professor Peter Lynch9  is writing in his text on “Fragment and details” the fragment 
cannot be made up but only discovered. 

As well he writes on how details ”are imagined as entities/assemblies in themselves even thought they 
are integrally part of the building”.10 
The question of how to be able to draw a building coherent to it´s different pieces is one of the major 
issues in this Thesis projects of rebuilding the Central Bus Station in Östersund. 

The search for the building to authorize and connect to more then one temper or senses are going to be 
the object of working the first four weeks in the project with reference objects in a analytical way. 

Building elements as for example the overhang of a rural mountain pasture in Jämtland, or a Syrian 
hand printed textile fabric, the plan of the Guggenheim museum by Frank Lloyd Wright, a fairy tale of 
Astrid Lindgren or a muslin prayer room could all be part of the bricolage the experience of a building 
could include. 

The tools of analysing the reference projects, models or drafts of the progressive work are going to be 
controlled to a more abstract way of searching a entity. 

The aim is to have a conscious method of looking and use varies tools as for example photography when
analysing a sketch model to prevent a already controlled predetermined way of the creative process.

What tools are going to be used for the progressive work are as well connected to the material of the 
building. 

 I see the connection of my own lack of knowledge of material much because of my trust into computer
programs like Auto cad and Rhino. 

I think the fear of not being able to use analogue tools as pencils and wooden models are causing 
problems of materialization when working as a managing architect. 

I strongly feel, even if I don´t know,
that the gradations from the pencil, the mucky plaster and the colour of chalk are bringing a architect 
closer to a coherent building. 

Touching materia as paper, cement, pigment, alder or pine perform the properties of the material and 
tells a richer story then a computer rendered reproduction.

Therefore I will as far as possible in relation to time and relevance for the projects best, work most 
extensively of analogue models and drawings. 
 
When finishing the work of the main precedent in “Part I”, which is the more general and larger scaled 
investigation, in Part II the work will be scaled down to a more specific task.

9 Lynch, Peter ”Fragments and Coherence”, p. 13
10 Lynch, Peter ”Fragments and Coherence”, p. 13
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During the four first weeks some sort of collection of pictures, construction parts and fragments from 
either tales or buildings have been gathered,documented and named with titles or explanation of what it
remind of or tells.

Phenomenology speak about how the transition of things are more interesting then the base and
when starting the work of “Part II” the task then is to choose one or two specific pictures and build, 
modify and collage it into, 1 internal model in scale 1:10 plus 1 external model scale 1:10 and to 
document it as two model pictures. 

The aim of producing model pictures is to approach all the different story’s a building is collector of 
depending on who is experience it.

Either if it is the bus driver on the early route that view how the morning light hits the wall or if it´s the
two cleaners who feel they are the only ones awake in the entire city, 
it is hard to explain something that not yet exists. 

And how do you really get someone to imagine the rough texture of a brick wall and the sound of a 
distant traffic noise? Is it even important?

I will work with the importance of pictures in the sense they can communicate to the imagination of 
the architectural space.
I think it can help a architect to tell why it´s worth choosing a certain roof material, a genuine pigment 
or the location of a window.

For me the project is going to be about constructing space, tell stories and to make people affect on 
architecture. 

A part of the method during the entire Thesis work will be to actively get help from articles and extract 
from books and films that could support the progress of drawing the building. 

A few rules that I already have decided should follow the process of drawing a house in 100 days,
is a parts of the conglomerate order according to Alison and Peter Smithson.11

One should be should be able to feel the order in a building, 
it should have spatial presence, 
it should have the capacity of change of use and capacity of a spontaneous addition, 
the building should be hard to retain in mind,
it should bring all the senses into play through the widest possible range of difference, 
it should have a thick building mass,
be dominated by one material and
the building should be part of a larger fabric.

11 Smithson, Alison; Smithson Peter. ”Cupboard doors”. ”Italian thoughts”, chapter 7-9
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References of typology and architectural elements

1. Th e Barbican, London. Public Culture house
2. Angela Deuber Architects, Swiss. Building detail in a school
3. Hangar, F4, Frösön, Building typology
4. “Ekonomibyggnad”, Gammel- Remsgården, Jämtland. Building typology

1. 2.

3. 4.

References of diff erent techniques of model work and prints plus a fl oorplan

1. Floorplan, Paspels school, Valerio Oligati
2. “Layering”, Work on August Choisy, Frida Körberg Turhagen, Plaster model
3. Handprinted textile fabric from Syria
4. Hotel San Gottardo, Miller& Maranta. Interiour model picture

1. 2.

3. 4.



References of diff erent graphics of telling about a atmosphere

1. Section, Holmebakk Architects, Norway
2. “Th e fairy tell room”, Mural painting in the City library, Stockholm
3.  Scandiabiografen, Stockholm, Gunnar Asplund. Gouché
4. Movie still, “En Kärlekshistoria”, Roy Andersson

1. 2.

3. 4.

References of rational and robust material and program

1. Structure and roof, unknown
2. “Penetrated wall, Betrand& Goldberg, Women’s Hospital Chicago  
3. Parkingand entrance, unknown
4. Ground fl oor, Guggeinheim Muesum, Frank Lloyd Wright

1. 2.

3. 4.
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Resources and contacts- 
in making of the Thesis Booklet

Article
Larsson, Nina, 2014; ”Väven är inte vad Umeå behöver”; Arkitektur; Nr 8, p.16.

Texts
Lynch, Peter;”Fragments and Coherence”, p. 13
Hatz, Elizabeth; ”Fragments and Coherence”; p, 1
Miller Quintus; “City thinking and collective memory”; p, 5

Podcast
http://podcasts.nu/poddar/norrlandspodden; Episod 11 (Retrieved 2014-12-27)

Documents
Slutrapport, Kommunledningsförvaltningen, Dnr:562/2012, Östersunds Kommun
Förstudie Kulturhusutredning, Delrapport kommunstyrelsen 2013-09-24, Östersunds Kommun

Webpages
http://lmustudio5.com/index.php/civic-pride/2013-2014-introduction/(Retrived 2015-01-06)
http://www.op.se/jamtland/ostersund/flyktingar-kanner-sig-lurade-till-grytan-1(Retrieved 2015- 01-10)
http://www.svt.se/nyheter/regionalt/jamtlandsnytt/skidstadions-budget-vaxer ( Retrieved 2015- 01-05)
http://www.sweco.se/Sweden/Nyheter/2012/Sweco-ritar-forslag-pa-kulturhus-i-Ostersund (Retrieved 2015- 01-05)
http://www.ltz.se/jamtland/ostersund/vill-inte-vara-i-grytan-det-ligger-sa-avsides (Retrieved 2015- 01-10)

Movies
”Den kreativa staden” (2012)[film]. Production by Jens Ganman. Östersund: Erik Edlund
Lgh+Bil+ Allt jag äger och har (2012) [film]. Production by Clara Bodén. Östersund: Vapen och Dramatik

Contacts
Maria Broberg, City Architect, Östersund.
Email correspondence about benefits of placing a Culture house at existing Busstorget. 

Lennart Köpsén, Architect, Sweco, Östersund
Interview and meeting about the terminal building at Busstorget. Köpsén was participant of the existing Bus central station. 

Kristina Ernehed, Project leader and part of JKK, Jämtlands Kulturkompani.
Interview and meeting about where to target culture also about the state of political discussion in Östersund. 

Helene Gedda, Illustrator and conducts “Tullgatan 6” in Östersund together with Clara Bodén.
Meeting about the process in a creative process. 

Jimmie Svedberg, Administrator, Samhällsbygg, Östersunds kommun.
Meeting about the map basis I was needed. 

Henrik Zipsane, CEO Jamtli Foundation, Professor Linköping University
Email correspondence about “Nationalmuseum Norr”.
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